Simplify access to e-resources

Library users expect a seamless experience when accessing e-content. EZproxy connects them to the information they need using the single sign-on credentials they already know and use. This grants them continuous remote access to e-content without the hassle of remembering various passwords and usernames.

You can configure EZproxy to grant access rights by group, like user type or department, to meet licensing needs. And because EZproxy supports nearly all content providers, you can support more curriculum assignments and influence learning outcomes.

Maintain privacy and security

EZproxy was built to advance the crucial role libraries play in protecting user privacy. When a user requests access to e-content, EZproxy passes an EZproxy IP address to the content provider instead of the user’s IP address, which ensures their identity is protected. You also control important user data workflows to determine if and with whom any user data is shared.

EZproxy uses a robust and customizable set of security rules to detect and disable compromised single sign-on credentials before they can be used to exploit any systems or data, protecting your users and community from security threats.

EZproxy allows your library to deliver e-content to your users simply, effectively, and securely. EZproxy facilitates a single sign-on to e-content using your institution's preferred authentication method, such as SAML or LDAP, while protecting user privacy.
Connect library users to e-content with a single sign-on.

EZproxy allows library users continuous access to e-content without the hassle of remembering various passwords and usernames. This provides easy and secure access to the information they need to make breakthroughs possible.

Meet IT system requirements. EZproxy meets both library and information technology needs by connecting to most identity management systems and supporting many different authentication schemes. It is also set up and managed by OCLC, so IT teams can focus on other projects. We provide database stanza management, software and hardware management, SSL certificate management, data backup and recovery, and 24/7 uptime monitoring.

Better understand e-resource ROI. Because EZproxy collects data at the point of authentication, it offers a robust and trusted source of insights into who’s using what library resources, when, and from where. And some of these insights are included in monthly summary usage reports. You can get a more holistic and meaningful view of e-resource ROI with EZproxy Analytics, a turnkey analytics solution that extracts, enriches, and visualizes your EZproxy data.

“Right authentication solution ...”

“If you’re looking for the right authentication solution for all your publishers, then I haven’t seen one better.”

Aaron Burrell
Digital Learning Systems Manager, University of Suffolk, Ipswich, Suffolk, United Kingdom

EZproxy Analytics

EZproxy Analytics provides advanced analytics capabilities to EZproxy libraries for an additional subscription. It’s a turnkey service that extracts, enriches, and transforms complex data into simple visual dashboards, making it easy to better understand and communicate e-resource ROI.

Visit oc.lc/ezp-analytics to learn more.

Visit oc.lc/ezp to learn more.

Learn more about how EZproxy can streamline your user’s e-content access, request a quote, contact us, and more.

Because what is known must be shared.®